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Confident Smiles, Through Flexible Finance





We believe your smile should be on your terms. 
docbraces flexsmile offers a choice of down payments and financing options for orthodontic treatment, allowing you to tailor or extend your payments to suit your budget. Our team will work with you to find the right plan for you, so you can get the confident smile you deserve.


More about flexsmile
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Virtual Support for SmileDirectClub Patients



Now available in Ontario! Discover resources and options for virtually-guided treatment by an expert Orthodontist.
Get your smile back on track!


Explore Virtual Support Options
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creating confident smiles that last a lifetime
The docbraces Orthodontic Network is Canada’s largest orthodontic network, with a national team of orthodontic specialists. We are focused on providing exceptional care that gives our patients peace of mind and confidence in their choice of treatment.


Why choose a docbraces orthodontist?

Orthodontists are specially trained to diagnose, prevent, and correct misaligned teeth and jaws so that patients can live happy and healthy lives. At docbraces, our team of orthodontic specialists are solely focused on providing exceptional care that gives our patients peace of mind and confidence in their choice of treatment. More about docbraces>







Life can be busy.  That’s why at docbraces, you can begin your orthodontic treatment the same day as your initial consultation.
Get started on your smile journey today!


Book a consultation









Created by experts in orthodontics

A confident smile





in 3 easy steps

01

Schedule a consultation
Meet with one of our expert orthodontists for a
consultation. No referral needed.



02

Review your treatment plan
We will provide a complete clinical diagnosis and detailed plan that outlines your treatment options, goals and estimated fees.



03

Get a confident, beautiful smile!
At your next visit or even on the same day, we will start your journey towards a confident, beautiful smile.
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Braces
At docbraces, patients have access to a range of braces options, including traditional metal braces, clear ceramic braces, and Invisalign aligners. Metal braces are the most common type and consist of metal brackets and wires. Ceramic braces are similar in design but use clear or tooth-colored brackets that blend in with the teeth. Invisalign is an alternative to traditional braces that use clear plastic aligners to move the teeth.


More about braces
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Invisalign™
Invisalign™ is a clear alternative to traditional braces that has revolutionized orthodontic treatment. It is a clear aligner system that is custom-made to fit your teeth and gradually shift them into the desired position. Invisalign fromdobraces.ca is an excellent option for those who want to straighten their teeth but do not want to deal with the discomfort and appearance of metal brackets and wires.


More about Invisalign™
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Kids and teens orthodontics
Orthodontic treatment is often associated with teenagers and adults, but it's important to remember that children can also benefit from early orthodontic intervention. At docbraces, we specialize in providing orthodontic services to kids and teens. Our team of experienced orthodontists is dedicated to providing personalized care to every patient, no matter their age.


More about kids and teens orthodontics
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Adult orthodontics
Adult orthodontic treatment is becoming increasingly popular, as more and more adults seek to improve the appearance and function of their teeth. While orthodontic treatment is often associated with kids and teens, there is no age limit for improving your smile. At docbraces, we offer orthodontic treatment for patients of all ages, including adults. Our team of experienced orthodontists is dedicated to providing personalized care and helping patients achieve their desired results.


More about adult orthodontics











Find an orthodontic office near you
If you are in search of an experienced orthodontist to help you achieve the perfect smile, look no further than docbraces. With our network across Canada, finding a docbraces location near you is easy. Simply visit docbraces.ca and use the location finder tool to find the nearest office.


Find a docbraces orthodontic location










What to expect from your orthodontic journey





During your journey with docbraces, you can expect to receive comprehensive care from our team of experienced orthodontists. We will guide you through every step of the process, from the initial consultation to the final result.

Our certified orthodontists ensure that your treatment plan is tailored to your unique needs, resulting in a beautiful and healthy smile.
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Patient resources
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Care
Key tips: Brush teeth & braces after meals, floss regularly. Visit the dentist too. Maintain oral hygiene for successful orthodontic treatment.

Learn more
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Financing and insurance
docbraces ensures accessible orthodontic care for all. Flexible financing, no credit checks, so treatment won't be hindered for you or loved ones.

Learn more
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FAQs
Find answers in our FAQs about treatments, results, payments, and more. Visit our informative page. Reach out to us for direct assistance!

Learn more
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Why is it important to see an orthodontist?






BLOG

docbraces brings you the latest news from the Orthodontic industry


Explore our docbraces blog






Price & Cost
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Wondering How Much Does Invisalign Cost? Or How Much Do Braces Cost? Let’s Break It Down

Mar 26, 2024


Learn more
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Double Orthodontists in Waterloo: docbraces Kitchener and docbraces Waterloo clinics merge

Mar 20, 2024


Learn more
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Merging our Brampton & Mississauga Orthodontic clinics to better serve your smiles

Mar 20, 2024


Learn more







Orthodontist
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Retainers 101: About Teeth Retainers

Mar 14, 2024


Learn more
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Ready to start your smile journey?

Let's talk!







Book a consultation
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Privacy Policy



Docbraces clinics, are operated by your individual orthodontist and owned by Canadian Orthodontic Partners ULC.

©2023 Docbraces inc. All rights reserved.





